
HISS is a work based on my field trip in the North 
Bohemian region in the Czech Republic, late Sep-
tember 2019, consisting of an artist book and an 
audio essay. My continuing interest in landscape 
marked with anthropogenic activity made it a nat-
ural step to grab the area of the associated exhi-
bition as subject. The region has suffered from 
coal mining industry since two centuries which 
caused major devastations and changes of the 
landscape. In one week, I engaged with the envi-
ronment through walking – often writing as I was 
walking, recording at times, but mostly listening. 
I put an emphasis on rhythms, spatial locations, 
finding relations and similarities in places that felt 
both familiar and unfamiliar at the same time, as 
well as that I allowed myself to drift according to 
my thoughts and perceptions. I warmly invite the 
readers and listeners to linger in this alternative 
time, and explore these spaces into new ecolo-
gies and personal constellations. 



yellow wall reflecting traffic
I hear kids and construction work not far from here
back, nearly right, behind
moist air and key chain ringing
then long echo lingers into my surrounding
and reflects left to the yellow wall
and then right to the hill
as I’m walking away
tuning out
it tilts to the left, to the yellow wall 



as I inhale as I inhale
as I inhale
I am here
in the fog



forest workers chopping wood chopping resounding in the woods
pulsating through the milky fog
to chop with a quick heavy blow
chopping at this mountain
to chop the trees
reflected by the rocks
dampen by the milky fog
to chop in a fog
so dense
that the echo goes like

resounding the wood chopping
the milky fog pulsating
a quick heavy blow chopped into textures
the trees reflected by the rocks
fog chops the dense echo goes like

heavy fog resounding the trees and the rocks
quick blows dampen at this mountain
so dense, pulsating
through the milky echo goes like

chopping wood reflecting
the trees by quick heavy blows
resounding in the milky rocks
to chop the fog so dense
that the echo goes like

echo grains of the wood
chopping
resounding up in the trees
at this milky mountain
quick heavy blows of fog
pulsating

mountain chopped into grains
by quick heavy blows
trees and rocks gone in the milky fog
pulsating,
dense textures of a land
where the echo goes like





C H O P



CH O P
CHOP P
C H
PP P
C H O P P 
CHO PP

CHOP P
C H O P
C H O
C H O P
C H O P P 
C H O P



CHOP CLAP



withdrawing words
in the fog

hunting the clapping sounds of pronouncing

C L A P 

C H O P 
F L O C K

C L A P
C L A P 
C L A P
K L A P 
K L A P P
C H O P



clapping resembles rhythm
as I’m walking,
the view changes with
a clap, a footstep
a pause
there sits the interval
 – the silenced land
one that is exhausted
its spaces are folded in on themselves



I try to take refuge in the colours in front,
in the shades of the soil dug up,
kaleidoscopic spectrum of whites and browns that blend
in my listening
to cicadas and grasshoppers, an airplane and birds,
construction crane, and the echo of kids voices



v-shaped rock formation with a small field in the middle
cicadas orchestra amplified in the amphitheater
in the dry grass and dusty soil
midday heat
the sun coming sharp, straight down
I’m sitting down

v-shaped
rock



the air is damp, little colder than yesterday
high pitch hum, electrical
the other one low, mechanical
listening to those sounds moving in space
walking towards them as they gradually
grow in strength
my steps on gravel road
cracking and clapping percussive rhythm when
the structures of those sound bodies
arise from the hum
form in shapes



the pitch dropped
these walls neither reflect or absorb the hum
which encapsulates the whole space

my hearing is permeated
it yearns for more room

there are crispy sounds above me, up in the height
but not trees, nor cicadas

then the hum shifts
howling low
as if it was the narrative
omnipresent and haunting

I’m watching 
a herd of does 
in the sonic 
dust



A WALL OF RUSH



I’ve been circling around these sounds close enough 
to distinguish each one of them
the tones, repetitions, constants, pauses
some quite high frequencies
those are peaking on my left
behind me, and filling up the space



away from all those sounds, the rumble into birds,
the river silent until it speaks up –
a mellow babble

further in space, facade of traffic on my left
moving forward and up
I still feel it in a below me frequencies
tangible vibrations
the park is holding it in the trees, in the ground
until it all phases out of my hearing

walking along a river that I can’t hear
I’m closing my eyes as I enter the park
the traffic fades, soaked in the columns of trees





humming:

hwahyt klouds 
hanging oh-ver 
th ee leyk
ri-vursd 
moun-tn reynj 
sil-oo-et

clouds heavy
stretched out
but stagnant
they elevate the hum
that I’m tuning into

perpetual ventilators
consistent volume opens a scene:

white clouds 
hanging over 
the lake
reversed 
mountain 
range 
silhouette



flatlands around this lake
these former cascades now planted with arrays of trees
plains and plateaus’ mellow ambience
everything immature, low, by the ground
no activity
apart from my steps
careful claps under my feet
on the gravel road

the sky and the air are white
in my mind, this landscape makes a room
a dome cushioned with cotton wool
all activity gets rounded and consumed
dissolved into the whiteness
and moulded into the white clouds
my speech only makes a murmur

slow whispering:





in a field of droplets of pointy mountains that are sharp and round 
at parts, I‘m listening to a pair of cargo trains rolling towards each 
other, rolling towards each other from opposite directions, when 
a massive orchestral hum resonates, resounding the valley back 
and forth as they meet in the middle, resounding in between the 
pointy mountains, resounding in between, the pointy mountains 
reflecting the sound sharp and round at parts, bouncing back and 
forth, bouncing valley resounding in the mountains, points of echo 
sharp and round at parts, back and forth in
between,
as they roll in each other‘s direction,
a long reverb tail lasts
until it scatters into traffic –



I’m walking a couple of kilometres at the main communication
as in a tunnel, the details vanish from the foreground
it all blends into a vortex of traffic
a heavy roar
moaning



S O M E
T H E 
I IMAGINE
M U C H 
T H E N
ACT UA L

T I M E S
SOUNDS 
A R E
LOUDER
T H E
SOUNDS



passing no-entry signs
standardized, industrial land with not much activity
until a flock of birds lands onto power lines



machines in the front
their voices merge into one stream
as it would be the filter that I‘m looking through,
at this landscape
the wind would sprinkle the grains and particles
of these sounds onto the fields
getting diffused
blown away





humming
it’s stopped raining
humid air and dripping water left behind
the trees, they are not moving
I’m alone here




